
The author begins the story with the parachuting accident and his response.  How had I done it?  Over the 
course of my 20+ year career in academic neurosurgery-studying the brain, observing how it works, and 
operating on it-I finally chalked it up to effect the brain is truly an extraordinary device: more 
extraordinary than we can even guess.  I realize now that the real answer to the question is much more 
profound.

Underworld     darkness… Transparent… Consciousness without memory or identity… A deep, rhythmic 
pounding sound…

I called it: The Realm of the Earthworm’s – Eye View.

I was just... limited

the longer I stayed in this place, the less comfortable I became

I became aware of a smell… a biological smell

The brain is a machine that produces the phenomenon of consciousness.

((If you ever pondered my frequent statements that reality is elephant trunks and lightning bolts…

The Spinning Melody and the Gateway       Something had appeared in the darkness.  Turning slowly, 
irradiated fine filaments of white-gold light, and as it did so the darkness around me began to splinter and 
break apart.  Then I heard a new sound:  a living sound…

There was a machine sound and in a flash I went to the opening and found myself in the strangest most 
beautiful world I’d ever seen

a beautiful, incredible dreamworld… Except it wasn’t a dream.
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beautiful world I’d ever seen

a beautiful, incredible dreamworld… Except it wasn’t a dream.

you are lovedo

you have nothing to fearo

there is nothing you can do wrongo

((This is the 1st place we read the message:

Core     the butterfly wing .....     hotter than fire and wetter than water....    

I continued moving forward and found myself entering an immense void, completely dark, infinite in size, 
yet also infinitely comforting. Pitch-black as it was, it was also brimming over with light: a light that seemed 
to come from a brilliant orb that I now sensed near me. The orb was a kind of “interpreter” between me and 
this vast presence surrounding me. It was as if I were being born into a larger world, and the universe itself 
was like a giant cosmic womb, and the orb (which I sensed was somehow connected with, or even identical 
to, the woman on the butterfly wing) was guiding me through it.

Later, when I was back, I found a quotation by the 17th-century Christian poet Henry Vaughan that came 
close to describing this magical place, this vast, inky-black core that was the home of the Divine itself.

“There is, some say, in God a deep but dazzling darkness ...”

That was it exactly: an inky darkness that was also full to brimming  with light.

God, the creator, the source was present as an invisible mother...     The orb was my companion....   

An End to the Downward Spiral    Discovering that I had been loved, since the very beginning, began 
to heal me in the most profound way imaginable.  I felt a wholeness I had never known before.

((Do you need to know a story to profoundly heal?

A Special Kind of NDE   Now, however I knew.  I understood that I was part of the Divine and that 
nothing-absolutely nothing-could ever take that away.  The (false) suspicion that we can somehow be 
separated from God is a root of every form of anxiety in the universe, and the cure for it…

To understand how the brain might actually block our access to knowledge of the higher worlds, we need 
to accept-at least hypothetically and for the moment-that the brain itself doesn’t produce consciousness.  
That it is, instead, a kind of reducing valve or filter, shifting the larger, nonphysical consciousness that we 
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To understand how the brain might actually block our access to knowledge of the higher worlds, we need 
to accept-at least hypothetically and for the moment-that the brain itself doesn’t produce consciousness.  
That it is, instead, a kind of reducing valve or filter, shifting the larger, nonphysical consciousness that we 
possess in the nonphysical world’s down into a more limited capacity for the duration of our mortal lives.  
It selects the material we actually need in order to survive, so it is forgetting our trans-earthly identities 
also allowing us to be, here and now, far more effectively.  Being excessively conscious of the world 
beyond the here and now would slow down our progress even more.

From a more purpose-focused perspective (and I now believe the universe is nothing if not purposeful) 
making the right decisions through our free will in the face of evil and injustice on earth would mean far 
less if we remembered, while here, the full beauty and brilliance of what awaits us.

Only I now have a greatly enlarged conception of what “vast” and “wonderful” really mean.  The physical 
side of the universe is as a speck of dust compared to the invisible and spiritual part.

But conveying that knowledge now is rather like being a chimpanzee, becoming a human for single day to 
experience all of the wonders of human knowledge, and then returning to one’s chimp friends and trying 
to tell them what it is like knowing several different romance languages, calculus, and the immense scale 
of the universe.

To Forget, and to Remember     have you ever listened to a song on a static-filled radio station?  You 
get used to it.  Then someone adjust the dial and you hear the same song in its full clarity.  How could you 
failed to notice out dim, how far away, how entirely untrue to the original was before?  

Something goes on long enough, and your brain learns to ignore it, or work around it, or just to treat it as 
normal.

Nowhere to Hide   
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Nowhere to Hide   

“Receive the prayers”

“You have healed others.  Now is your time to heal”

“You are loved my many”

“Your body knows what to do.  It is not yet your time to die”

Physical life is characterized by defensiveness, whereas spiritual life is just the opposite.

Homecoming-  Later, Eben would say that when he 1st saw me that day, he was immediately taken with 
how “present” I was.  “You were so clear, so focused,” he said.  “It was as if there was a kind of light 
shining within you.”

((My note in the margins:   I want this, too.

There are 2 ways to be fooled.  One is to believe what isn’t true; the other is to refuse to believe what is 
true.
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I can tell you that most skeptics aren’t really skeptics at all.  To be truly skeptical, one must actually 
examine something, and take it seriously.   ((My “in pain” “star” “skeptical”

Janelle homework: how few people really live in Stage III 

Kingdom vs. Sisterhood

How will you become more conscious?

Pray over food○

Pray for safety in a car○

In women's Master Mind, FEEL love when everything screams NO!○

-at New Moon last night, I asked:

What will you do with tonight?

(Jed Mckenna)
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https://www.youtube.com/embed/XE0aAZE0kp4?feature=player_embedded
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